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Introduction
Cotransport is recognised as being highly asymmetric. Cotransporters have lower affinities for organic
ligands at their endofacial (cytosolic) than at the exofacial surface. This property complements the
requirement that they generate high intracellular concentrations of cotransported ligands, e.g.
neurotransmitter cotransporters have inside affinities for noradrenalin, serotonin and dopamine four or
five orders lower than at the outside and accumulate these neurotransmitters within the cytosol to
concentrations 4-5 orders higher than present within the synaptic cleft (1). Epithelial cotransporters
too have asymmetric affinities towards their organic ligands.
Asymmetry and selectivity of SGLT1 and PEPT1 cotransport.
Glucose-dependent electrogenic Na+ currents can be monitored in either excised outside–out or insideout patches of Xenopus oocyte membranes overexpressing the sodium glucose cotransporter SGLT1.
The apparent affinities for Na+ are symmetrical, the Km for Na+ is 40-50mM on both sides (2-4).
However, the affinities for glucose (Glc) or α-methyl glucoside (αMG) are very asymmetric.
It is generally assumed that transporter asymmetry arises from the conformational changes occurring
during inversion of the central binding site between outward to inward facing postures. This
rearrangement is thought to alter the ligand-protein interactions determining affinity and selectivity.
This view is supported by the finding that the selectivity of SGLT1 of the outward face towards a
range of transported sugars differs from that of the inward face (3). The affinity ratio between the
internal and external sites of well transported sugars, like αMG, glucose and galactose, is much higher
than for a less well transported sugar like 3-O methyl glucose (3-OMG) (2,3). This might suggest that
the endofacial site has different bonding groups with ligand than the exofacial site as a result of the
rearrangement occurring during site inversion.

Similar changes in selectivity for various glycine

dipeptides occur with PEPT1 (5).

Constraints on alternating access cotransporter kinetics.
The alternating access model for cotransport entails some key kinetic constraints. The first is that the
product of all the rates in the clockwise direction around all possible cycles within a network is equal
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to the product of the rates in the anticlockwise direction (figure 1). This is a consequence of the
necessity that that all the flows of matter and energy must be zero at equilibrium. Compensation
within the network between one or more energy cycles for a shortfall in another is impermissible (6).
Any implicit internally derived energy source produced from asymmetric rates of vacant carrier
movements is simply erroneous.

An asymmetric ratio of vacant carrier rates implies that energy is

produced by this movement. Thus when is koi  kio, then the Gibbs free energy ¨G = - RTLN(koi/ kio)
of the process  0 (koi is the rate of movement from outside to inside and kio is the reverse rate from
inside to outside). This implies that all membrane spanning rate processes are symmetrical (6).
Problems relating to the Eskandari et al cotransport model for SGLT1
I Asymmetric transmembrane processes.
The well-received cotransport model proposed
by Eskandari et al (3) has two asymmetric
membrane spanning processes (figure 1). The
ratio of rates of vacant carrier movement
kCoi/kCio = 350/ 3 = 117 is equivalent to ¨G = 12.25kJ/mole and the ratio of the rates of Na+
leakage via the Na2C path 0.3/9.1x10-4 = 330
equivalent to ¨G = -14.9kJ/mole. This energy
is supposed to compensate for the difference
in binding energy affinities of Na+ and sugar
ligands between the outward and inward
facing sites of the transporter. The rate
constants for vacant carrier and Na+ leak spanning the membrane are independent of sugar; the only
transmembrane rate process involving sugar is the canonical cotransport process itself, that of the
carrier complexed with Na+ and sugar, Na2SC. This latter process is considered to be symmetrical
kNa2SCoi= kNa2SCio = 50 (figure 1).
II Asymmetric selectivity problem.
The Eskandari model imposes another constraint in that the sugar affinities ratio between the outward
and inward facing sites must be the same for all sugars. As the non sugar transporting components of
the model are independent for all sugars; Detailed Balance imposes a rigid framework. The lower
cycle in figure 1 requires that the ratios of sugar affinities (Kdin/Kdo) between the external and internal
faces of all sugars should be the same as the fixed ratio of {(kNa2Coi/kNa2cio)/(kNa2SCoi/kNa2Scio)} =329/1.
Consequently the model predicts that no difference in sugar selectivity should exist between the two
sides. The inside/ outside affinity ratio of all sugars should be 65.6/0.2 = 329. The affinity ratios for
the entire cycle are {(KdNa2in.KdNa2Sin)/(KdNa2out.KdNa2Sout)} = {(2.22x65.6)/(6.25x0.2)}= 117.
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Eskandari et al (3) report that the apparent affinity ratios of αMG galactose and Glc ≅ 100 which agree
with the model prediction, but the affinity ratio of 3OMG≅ 1.0 fits very poorly.
An alternative model for cotransport.
Since there are inconsistencies with the alternating access cotransport model, another mechanism for
cotransport should be considered. Uphill sugar transport can be driven by frictional collisions with
Na+ ions during their downhill trajectory through SGLT1 (6) (figure 2). In narrow localized regions in
channel within the transporter protein where
Na+ ions and sugar share a common pathway,
collision and exchange energy with a force
related to the closeness of ligands contact
may occur: the closer the contact, the greater
the efficiency of energy exchanged.

Energy

+

contained within the downhill Na gradient
can be conferred upon glucose to induce its
uphill flow. Independent ligand leakage is
intrinsic to this model.
The model makes a number of predictions that differ from the alternate access model. Here are a few:•

A sugar with weak frictional interactions with Na+ e.g. 3-OMG will generate less cotransport
electrogenic current and be accumulated to a lesser within the cytosol. Raised cytosolic Na+
will generate a smaller increase in unidirectional 3-OMG exit rates than sugars with higher
frictional interactions e.g. αMG or Glc whose exit is retarded more by the Na+ gradient.
These phenomena have all been demonstrated with the bidirectional fluxes of αMG and 3OMG across the rabbit ileal brush border (7).

•

Another prediction is that reducing the Na+ gradient either by raising intracellular Na+ or by
reducing external Na+ should reduce both net and unidirectional glucose influx- and increase
unidirectional glucose efflux, as has been observed (7-9). The alternating access model
predicts that raising intracellular Na+ should have a negligible effect on unidirectional
glucose influx and reduction of external Na+ should have a negligible effect on glucose
efflux.

Similar interactions occur with reverse flow of dipeptides across the H+-polypeptide cotransporter,
PEPT1 (10).
The frictional model in relation to known transporter protein crystal structures.
1. In its reverse transport mode isolated oocyte membrane patches expressing the human
dopamine transporter hDAT oscillates between slow and high frequency release of DA. These
oscillations correlate with increases in ionic conductance (11).

The transient release of DA
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together with increased conductance is consistent with widening of the narrow collision
pathway. Faster DA release is consistent with to loss of the retarding force on exit caused by
the inward directed collisions with Na+.
2. Progressive decreases of dipeptide (glycyl-glycine) induced currents are observed in isolated
xenopus oocyte patches expressing PEPT1. These findings support the view that the
transported solute accumulates ‘close’ to the membrane (4).
3. The phloridzin-sensitive water transport observed with SLGT1 expressed in xenopus oocytes
following exposure to αMG (12) is consistent with the view that water ‘cotransport’ is caused
by osmotic pressure generated by solute accumulation within a cavity inside the transport
pathway of SGLT1(12,13). Support for this view is the very rapid onset of the water flow
after exposure to αMG. This rise time in water cotransport is too rapid to be generated by
solute accumulation within a cytosolic unstirred layer.
Cavities within the transport pathway permitting transported solute accumulation account for several
other phenomena, the transporter–channel modulation (11); the relaxation of cotransport currents and
water cotransport (5). This frictional model of cotransport can easily be projected onto known
transporter structures without any conjectural conformation changes being required.
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